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The Stockyard Institute will repurpose the DePaul University Art Museum 
as a nomadic studio, transforming the space into a hybrid station for pro-
duction, exhibition, development, performance, publication and educa-
tion. 

Amidst four and one half months of programs and live performances, fea-
tures include a convertible recording studio and radio station, Stockyard 
publication office (SITE), nomadic teacher center, workstations, exhibition 
space, curriculum kiosks, resource library and more. 

The nomadic studio will publicly expose the  ideas of those who imagine 
space in multiple contexts and very different intentions.The project will 
celebrate the incidental, provisional, mobile, and related sites of produc-
tion.

This exhibition is part of Studio Chicago, a yearlong collaborative project 
that focuses on the artist’s studio.

www.stockyardinstitute.org
museums.depaul.edu
nomadicstudio.wordpress.com
www.studiochicago.org

*the program is subject to changes.  Please see website for most recent updates.
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The Stockyard Institute, a remarkable Chicago organization, invites analo-
gies to productive spaces: a greenhouse, an incubator, an open kitchen, a 
hotbed of ideas.  It might sustain comparison to a think tank, although not of 
the rarefied, scholars-in-isolation variety:  its thought and action take place 
in the streets, parks, and schools of Back of the Yards and other Chicago 
neighborhoods.  A collective of artists, teachers, and community activists 
runs innovative community-designed programs that use visual means to ad-
dress issues of urban life, from gang violence to land use, and in so doing 
they build the kind of social and political networks that can effect change. 
Nomadic Studio, organized by Stockyard Institute, addresses and supports 
artists whose spaces of creation are provisisonal, simultaneously providing 
workspace and demonstrating that it is not always necessary.

The presence of Stockyard Institute ideas and programs inside the mu-
seum’s walls is perhaps destabilizing, even subversive.  Most museum 
exhibitions fetishize objects, treating them with exquisite care,  displaying 
them with reverence, celebrating them even above the humans who made 
and used them.  Nomadic Studio is fluid and provisional; it is primarily about 
collaboration and only marginally about objects. It integrates music and per-
formance into museum spaces.  Its substance will look different every day 
and its trajectory will depend on the ideas of visitors as well as those of  the 
organizers.  It has the potential to make a difference in educational practice, 
in  political organization, and in individual lives.  We can’t wait to see how it 
develops.

It is a privilege to collaborate on this ambitious project with Jim Duignan, 
Associate Professor in the School of Education at DePaul University and 
founder of Stockyard Institute.  We thank  A/V Aerie, Paul Zionts, Mary 
Jane Jacobs, Brian McNally, Stephanie Parrillo, Purcell Family, Union Rock 
Yards, Roxanne Owens, Freedman Seating, Electrical Audio Forum and 
Brendan Hudson.

Nomadic Studio is part of Studio Chicago, a yearlong collaborative project that focuses on the 
artist’s studio. Through exhibitions, talks, publications, tours, and research, participating
organizations will celebrate the working artist and reveal their sites of creative production from 
historical and contemporary perspectives.

Director’s Note
from Louise Lincoln at DePaul Art Museum

Rotating Monthly Themes:
July-Rumpus Room

August-Bird Sanctuary

September-Back of the Yards

October- Chicago Teaching Artists

November- SITE
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July Rumpus Room [7.8]
5pm - House Warming 
Exhibit doors open to the public.
6pm -Steve Albini - Moving a Home Studio  Owner and Recording Engineer 
Steve designed Electrical Audio and moved his home studio, where he recorded 
for over 10 years. A Montana native and graduate of Northwestern University with 
a degree in journalism, Steve has made over 1000 records by over 1000 bands.
7pm - Live Music w/ Bric-a-Brac, onono, Small Awesome
Music performances will take place in the Rumpus Room, a fully-
functioning ‘home’ recording studio. All three bands consist of musicians that have 
rehearsed or recorded in the Rumpus Room.

[7.10]
12-5pm - Open Stockyard Studio. Rumpus Room open for recording.  

[7.15] 
6pm - Protect Your Neck w/ Alex Maiolo and Bob Farster Alex Maiolo has 
worked with The Future of Music Coalition for almost nine years, primarily focusing 
on the health insurance crisis as it relates to the working musician.  He is a partner 
at an insurance agency and a musician. Bob Farster has worked as a credit expert 
and loan officer, helping those without the strongest financial backgrounds to pur-
chase homes and business spaces for themselves.

[7.17]
3pm - Faiz Zeppelin open rehearsal session
Zeppelin concept band transparent rehearsal
12-5 - Stockyard Open Studio

[7.22]
6pm - Home Recording Panel w/ Greg Norman, Mark Greenberg, and Brian 
McNally.  Greg is an engineer at Electrical Audio and owner of Studio Greg 
Studios II, a recording studio in his house with fancy equipment and a few rooms 
for recording stuff. Brian McNally is an electrician, musician and owner of  the 
Rumpus Room, and Mark Greenberg, owner of Mayfair Recordings, a music-for-
use company that specializes in music composition, music and sound recording, 
and sound design.

[7.24]
11am - Solar Powered Theremin Workshop w/ Knox Rivette. Workshop will 
take place in our satellite space O170, a science lab in DPU.  Open to the first 20 
people. Knox Daley Revitte is a musician, recording enthusiast, tinkerer, and life 
artist. Ze has a bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering and is currently pursu-
ing hir MS in Human-Computer Interaction at DePaul University.

Mon. Tue. Wed.

Thu. Fri. Sat.

Sun.

1 2 3

8 9 105 6 74

15 16 1712 13 1411

22 23 2419 20 2118

29 30 3126 27 2825

opening

EVENTS

During Rumpus Room, programming focuses on sound recording, music per-
formance, music rehearsal, low-cost technology workshops, the home studio, 
and more. In the central portion of the gallery, we have built a replica of the 
Rumpus Room, which serves as a fully functioning home recording studio and 
community lounge on the West Side of Chicago. Traditionally, the atmosphere 
of the Rumpus Room inspired extreme creativity; in keeping with this legacy, 
the latest incarnation of Rumpus Room at Nomadic Studio is designed to do 
the same. 

In the past, the Rumpus Room has been used as a rehearsal space, compos-
ing studio, performance venue, as well as a printmaking, woodworking, and 
technology workshop. It has also been a collaborative art project, classroom, 
gallery, and most importantly, a recording studio that packs away in under two 
hours, turning the remaining space into a social club. This latest version of the 
Rumpus Room hopes to engender the same level of conversation, documenta-
tion, and collective activity it once inspired.

* We understand that artists tend to work from the home by default as well as 
necessity; the Rumpus Room should be viewed as a model for what a home 
studio can be. The recording interface will allow us to not only document all 
performances and presentations, but also teach recording and serve as com-
munal space.

SATELLITE PROJECTS
School of the Future-Brooklyn, NYC
Stockyard Institute Online Course-broadcast-Chicago



July Rumpus Room

FEATURED ART

Lavie Raven - Lavie is a social studies and language arts instructor at Mul-
ticultural Arts High School (a Chicago public high school), and the Minister 
of Education for the University of Hip-Hop, a powerful community arts and 
educational platform. Having taught in the school system and contributed to 
public artistry of Chicago neighborhoods for years, Raven has created strate-
gies for applying hip-hop as community intervention and pedagogical tactic. 

Ian Bennett - Ian has emerged as an artist whose selection of materials and 
styles inform a practice best suited to a gifted street practitioner. Working in 
paints, exotic woods, light, found materials and furniture, Ian builds contrap-
tions and curiosities that equally haunt as they gratify the ageless wanderer of 
pawn shops and salvage yards.  

Kevin Cyr - Kevin finds beauty in derelict cars and unkempt landscapes. He 
has always been interested in painting vehicles and scenes that have defined 
the evolution of the American landscape. In Nomadic Studio, Cyr has drawn 
out a new series of a studio bike that, like the small travel trailer, perfectly 
contains the edited needs of the traveler. 

Brian McNally (w/Stockyard Institute) - Brian has built an exquisite wooden 
briefcase that is a perfect replica of the DePaul Art Museum to scale. The 
briefcase was originally built in cardboard by Faiz Razi and Beth Wiedner 
as a model to the museum floorplan. A Portable Nomadic Studio will contain 
items from the exhibit and programs and travel to Denmark in November as a 
portable exhibit of artifacts with artist collective rum46. 

Watie White - Watie is a conceptual realist and has exhibited and spoken 
about his work nationally and internationally. He is currently the Director of 
the Omaha Print Makers Guild, a non-profit organization that is dedicated to 
the fine art of printmaking and provides a collaborative environment for both 
educational and exhibition opportunities to local and national artists. 

Zebediah Arrington- Zebediah has worked with the Stockyard Institute since 
2007. Here he will display some of his photographic work that captures a qui-
eter and remote perspective on the city. His photographs document the miles 
of labyrinths of and under the city with a Modernist eye. As a high school stu-
dent and graffiti artist, Zeb has taught art teachers how to spray paint through 
a series of workshops in Chicago.    

Dayton Castleman - “Chicken” is an exaggerated meditation on collision 
and confrontation, pitting a Lockheed Martin F-16 Fighting Falcon warplane 
against a Canadian Goose, frozen a moment before a presumably catastroph-
ic impact.  

Jeff Zimmerman - Jeff has achieved international recognition for his large 
scale murals featuring painted images of contemporary pop culture and sen-
sitively rendered portraits. In an effort to subvert the notion of what corporate 
and entertainment culture considers newsworthy, Zimmermann incorporates 
into his murals a diversity of people who live and work in the communities 
he visits—these are not the faces we know from the news, magazines, and 
television, or those whose historical or political status already qualifies them 
as subjects for public art.

Mike Slattery-The Mobile Silk Screening Cart was created by artist and de-
signer Mike Slattery for Printervention, an ongoing exhibition curated by Emily 
Clayton, Chris Roberson and Ed Marszewski for Version Festival 10. The cart 
is a mobile printing center designed to be fully operational in any location.
It underscores the necessity for the support of artists and the idea of civic 
responsibility to the greater society. 

Brandon Alvendia -Silver Galleon Press mobile printing/binding/distribution 
system is an experimental publishing project specifically built with ease of 
transport and setup in mind. The 15”x15” footprint, when packed, fits a wide 
variety of wheeled carts and allows for entry through doorways and into eleva-
tors. Assembly and deinstallation only requires one individual and a couple 
hours using the easy to follow instructions. Brandon is an artist, educator, 
publisher, and independent curator living and working out of Chicago. 
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July Rumpus Room

FEATURED ART (continued)

Stockyard Projects:

Rumpus Room - The Rumpus Room is a replica of a basement in Chicago.  
It has been used as a rehearsal space, a composing studio, a venue, a print-
making, woodworking and technology workshop, a collaborative art project, 
classroom and gallery, and most importantly, a fully-functioning recording 
studio that packs away in under two hours, turning the space into a social 
club. The atmosphere of the Rumpus Room has always inspired creativity, 
and the room at the museum is designed to do the same. [Brian McNally, Faiz 
Razi, Beth Wiedner]

SITE Office - Stockyard Institute Teaching Experiments or SITE, is a multi-
media publication initiative that seeks to locate and combine trans-disciplinary 
fields of knowledge in hopes of re-constituting and re-imagining educational 
resources through the lived experiences of teachers. Productions of interest 
include, but are not limited to, visual art and education curriculum mapping, 
lesson / unit plans, scholastic research documents, educator experiences and 
radical experimentation. SITE reviews, revises, and accepts writing, lessons, 
and curriculum from Chicago-based arts educators. SITE also houses a wall 
dispenser that is a collection of zines on a broad range of artist profiles, col-
laborative projects, community interventions, creative experiments and an 
ongoing catalog of all the individuals and groups working in and through the 
Nomadic Studio. It is a larger structure to gather, organize and move through 
SITE. [Jim Duignan, Beth Wiedner, Faiz Razi, Keith Brown] 

Nomadic Center for Public Research - The nomadic center for public 
research (or nCPR ) is sectional alcove for knowledge. It is a physical and 
digital hub containing books, periodicals, literature, and other material for 
reading, viewing, downloading, study, enjoyment, and/or reference. It contains 
material on a whole host of topics that range from community projects, phi-
losophy, art history, theory, and criticism to radical pedagogy, stratagem, and 
collaboration. [Keith Brown, Jim Duignan]

Community Garden Canoe - Teacher and artist Eric Utech passed away in 
2009 at age 40 to the sadness of his many young students who he inspired 
through his creative capacity for viewing the world. Eric and his students 
began building a wooden canoe in his classroom to learn about the Native 
Americans. It went unfinished. That canoe has been transformed by the 
Stockyard Institute as a memorial garden to Eric and his students as a provi-
sional vessel of living plants offered up by all who choose to contribute. [Nikki 
Jarecki, Jim Duignan]

COMING SOON:
      Bird Sanctuary, 
    Back of the Yards,
Chicago Artists Month,  
           and SITE
  

Musical Chairs - a sound/music/art installation that functions as a random 
band generator, heard by two listeners at a time. The physical makeup is 
dual correctional bus seats painted front and back by graffiti artist Zeb. Both 
seats are equipped with an enclosed iPod that runs through a mixer. The 
iPods randomly play one-minute instrumental pieces of music simultaneously, 
creating one song that can be heard through the two sets of headphones. A 
different combination or “band” is generated at random, every minute. Musical 
Chairs is a community-recording project, created by an international group of 
musicians. Every time a one-minute piece of music is added, the number of 
possible combinations grows exponentially. There are currently almost 3,000 
permutations. [Faiz Razi, et al.]

Black Public Radio - a radio program run by our audio engineer Davion 
Mathews that will broadcast locally around the museum and through the 
web. It will serve as an actual radio station, the kind Stockyard Institute builds 
around the city for alternative spaces. We will broadcast works, interviews 
and projects from our expanding radio library and solicit new works, inter-
views and recordings over the next 5 months from the artists, speakers, open 
projects, musicians and interviews of the Nomadic Studio.
[Davion Matthews, Jim Duignan]

Workroom - a place to sit down and make sketches and notes for the handful 
of projects we are soliciting from artists. It is also a space to gather for some 
of our small workshops and as a public access arts studio for those who wish 
to organize ideas of their own. It is equipped with  a variety of materials, art 
supplies and contemporary and historical references. [Jim Duignan]
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